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AN ALTERNATE DESCRIPTION OF EQUIVARIANT
CONNECTIONS
CORBETT REDDEN
Abstract. In this note, we consider a Lie group G acting on a manifold M .
We prove that the category of principal bundles with connection on the differ-
ential quotient stack is equivalent to the category of G-equivariant principal
bundles on M with G-invariant connection.
1. Introduction
Let G,K be arbitrary finite-dimensional Lie groups, and let M be a smooth
finite-dimensional manifold with a G-action. Let BunG,∇(X) denote the groupoid
of principal G-bundles with connection on a manifold X . This paper’s result can be
phrased as follows. Consider all possible constructions Q∇ of the following form: to
any (P,Θ) ∈ BunG,∇(X), together with a G-equivariant map P
F
−→M is associated
a K-bundle with connection Q∇(P,Θ, F ) ∈ BunK,∇(X); and, as indicated in the
following diagram, to any map P ′
ϕ
−→ P of principal G-bundles is associated a
morphism Q∇(ϕ) of K-bundles with connection.
(P ′, ϕ∗Θ) (P,Θ) M
X ′ X
ϕ F
ϕ¯
7→
Q∇(P
′, ϕ∗Θ, F ◦ ϕ) ϕ¯∗Q∇(P,Θ, F )
X ′
Q∇(ϕ)
The collection of such constructions Q∇ naturally forms a category that we denote
BunK,∇(E∇G×G M). It is the groupoid of K-bundles with connection on the dif-
ferential Borel quotient stack E∇G×GM . Theorem 4.3 states that there is a natural
equivalence of categories
BunK,∇(E∇G×G M) ∼= G-BunK,∇(M),
where G-BunK,∇(M) is the category of G-equivariant principal K-bundles on M
with G-invariant connection.
A functor G-BunK,∇(M) → BunK,∇(E∇G ×G M) was previously given in both
[Red] and [Fre]. In this paper, we show that the functor is an equivalence. To do
so, we construct an explicit inverse functor in the following way. Evaluate a given
Q∇ on the trivial G-bundle P =M ×G, with trivial connection and map F (m, g) =
g−1m. The resulting K-bundle with connection naturally has the structure of a
G-equivariant bundle; the G-action is induced by left multiplication on G, viewed
as a gauge transformation of M ×G→M , together with the functoriality of Q∇.
Here is a brief explanation of the symbols we use. We consider the stack
E∇G×G M ∈ PreGpd as a presheaf of groupoids on the site of manifolds. Likewise,
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B∇K ∈ PreGpd is the stack of principal K-bundles with connection, and we define
BunK,∇(E∇G ×G M) := PreGpd(E∇G ×G M,B∇K) as morphisms in the category
of prestacks. The analogous structures defined without connections are denoted
by omitting the symbol ∇. Just as the Lie groupoid M//G = (G × M ⇒ M)
stackifies to EG ×G M , there is an analogous M//∇G ∈ PreGpd that stackifies
to E∇G ×G M and induces a natural equivalence of groupoids PreGpd(E∇G ×G
M,B∇K) ∼= PreGpd(M//∇G,B∇K). In the remainder of this introduction, we will
favor writing M//∇G over E∇G×G M simply because it uses less space.
The notion that G-equivariant K-bundles on M correspond to K-bundles on
M//G is well-established. Previous related work includes but is certainly not limited
to [BGNX, BX, Gom, LGTX, LM, KT, Sch]. However, one must be careful when
adding connections to the picture. We want to emphasize the point that, when
considering K-connections, one should also include G-connections in the quotient
stack. To see this explicitly, we express Theorem 4.3 as the following diagram.
(1.1)
M B∇K
M//∇G M//G BK
(Q,Θ)
Θ G-invt
Θ G-bas
G-struct on Q
Given (Q,Θ) ∈ BunK,∇(M), a G-structure on Q is equivalent to the map M//G→
BK. The map M → B∇K factors through M//∇G → B∇K if and only if Θ is
G-invariant, and it factors through M//G→ B∇K if and only if Θ is G-basic.
The importance of using M//∇G, as opposed to M//G, becomes clear when
considering geometric objects such as characteristic forms. A bundle (Q,Θ) ∈
G-BunK,∇(M) induces a map M//∇G → B∇K. It was shown in [Red, Fre] that,
under the natural isomorphism Ω(M//∇G) ∼= ΩG(M) from [FH], the induced map
(Snk∗)K ∼= Ω2n(B∇K)
(Q,Θ)G
−−−−−→ Ω2n(M//∇G) ∼= Ω
2n
G (M)
recovers the classical equivariant Chern–Weil forms of Berline–Vergne [BV]. Specif-
ically, one recovers the actual form in (Sg∗ ⊗ Ω(M))
G
, as opposed to merely the
cohomology class in H∗G(M ;R).
The paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 explains the various
notations and conventions used in the paper. Section 3 gives a characteriza-
tion of G-equivariant connections on M in terms of bundle isomorphisms over
G × M . While much of this is known in various forms, we could not find any
sources dealing with the connections in the form we needed. Section 4 is the
heart of the paper. Through a series of lemmas, we construct the inverse func-
tor BunK,∇(M//∇G)→ G-BunK,∇(M) and prove it is an equivalence of categories.
We should note that Section 4 takes place in the world of prestacks, or functors
Manop → Gpd. Because all constructions are essentially geometric, we do not need
to invert weak equivalences in any way, and we do not require any special techniques
from stacks or simplicial sheaves.
The author would like to thank Byungdo Park and an anonymous referee for
many helpful comments and suggestions to improve the paper.
2. Preliminaries
We begin by explaining our various notations and conventions. See [Red] for
further details. LetMan denote the category of finite-dimensional smooth manifolds
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and smooth maps. For G a Lie group, G-Man is the category of G-manifolds
(manifolds equipped with a smooth G-action) and equivariant maps.
For M ∈ Man, we use BunK,∇(M) to denote the groupoid (category in which
every morphism is invertible) of principal K-bundles with connection on M ; mor-
phisms are bundle isomorphisms that preserve the connection. For M ∈ G-Man,
let G-BunK,∇(M) denote the groupoid of G-equivariant principal K-bundles on
M with G-invariant connection. Explicitly, an object of G-BunK,∇(M) is some
(Q,Θ) ∈ BunK,∇(M), plus the structure of Q ∈ G-Man such that: the actions of
G and K on Q commute, Q
π
→ M is G-equivariant, and g∗Θ = Θ ∈ Ω1(Q; k) for
all g ∈ G. For (Qi,Θi) ∈ G-BunK,∇(M), a morphism (Q1,Θ1)
φ
→ (Q2,Θ2) is a G-
equivariant map Q1
φ
→ Q2, covering the identity map idM , that is an isomorphism
of K-bundles with connection.
A G-action on a manifold Q induces a Lie algebra homomorphism g
ρ
−→ Γ(TQ),
defined for q ∈ Q and A ∈ TGe ∼= g by
(2.1) ρq(A) =
{
d
dt
∣∣
t=0
e−tA q (left action)
d
dt
∣∣
t=0
q etA (right action)
∈ TQq.
For (Q,Θ) ∈ G-BunK,∇(M) we say the connection is G-basic if it is G-invariant
and satisfies the additional property ιρ(A)Θ = 0 for all A ∈ g. These bundles
with connection are the objects of Gbas-BunK,∇(M), which is a full subgroupoid of
G-BunK,∇(M).
The groupoids BunK(M) and G-BunK(M) are defined analogously, using prin-
cipal K-bundles with no specified connection.
Remark 2.2. Our convention is to have the structure group of a principal bun-
dle (usually K) act by right multiplication, while the additional symmetry group
(usually G) acts by left multiplication. When necessary, we use inverses to switch
between left and right actions, which does not change the induced map ρ.
A presheaf of groupoids on the site of manifolds M ∈ PreGpd, commonly known
as a prestack, is a (pseudo-)functor M : Manop → Gpd. Associated to any test
manifold X is a groupoid M (X), and a smooth map X1
f
−→ X2 induces a functor
M (X2)
f∗
−→ M (X1). There are associative natural transformations f
∗g∗ ∼= (g ◦ f)∗
to deal with composition of functions; we show them when necessary but do not
give them special names. There is an important full subcategory of stacks within
prestacks, but we do not require any of the tools associated to stacks. See Remark
2.5 for a further comment on this.
The collection of morphisms between prestacks naturally forms a groupoid, mak-
ing PreGpd into a 2-category. An object Q in the groupoid PreGpd(M1,M2) is a
1-morphism M1
Q
−→ M2, which is a collection of functors M1(X)
QX−−→ M2(X)
for all X , together with natural transformations Qf : QX ◦ f
∗ ⇒ f∗ ◦ QY for all
smooth f : X → Y . A morphism Q
ϕ
−→ Q′ in PreGpd(M1,M2), which is a 2-
morphism M1 M2
Q
Q
′
ϕ in PreGpd, is a collection of natural transformations
ϕX : QX ⇒ Q
′
X compatible with the pullback structures. Any ϕ must be invertible
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since M2(X) is always a groupoid. We later omit the subscripts on Q and ϕ, as
they are easily determined from context.
We briefly define the examples relevant to this paper. We refer the reader to
[FH, Red] for further details and explanations of these particular objects. Any
manifold M ∈ Man defines a stack by M(X) := C∞(X,M) ∈ Set ⊂ Gpd, regarded
as a category with no nontrivial morphisms. The Yoneda Lemma states that this
is a faithful embedding, and there is a natural equivalence of categories M (X) ∼=
PreGpd(X,M ) for any M ∈ PreGpd. Define B∇K as the stack that assigns to every
test manifold X the groupoid of principal K-bundles with connection, B∇K(X) :=
BunK,∇(X). We use the natural Yoneda equivalence BunK,∇(X) ∼= PreGpd(X,B∇K)
to make the following definition/abbreviation for M ∈ PreGpd,
(2.3) BunK,∇(M ) := PreGpd(M ,B∇K).
For M ∈ G-Man, we have the differential Borel quotient stack E∇G ×G M .
An object (P,Θ, F ) ∈ (E∇G ×G M)(X) is a principal G-bundle with connection
(P,Θ) → X , together with a G-equivariant map P
F
−→ M . Morphisms are given
by connection-preserving bundle morphisms that are compatible with the maps to
M . We draw objects and morphisms in the following two equivalent ways, where
ϕ∗Θ2 = Θ1.
X E∇G×G M
(P1,Θ1,F1)
(P2,Θ2,F2)
ϕ !
(P1,Θ1)
X M
(P2,Θ2)
F1
ϕ ∼=
F2
When P = X ×G is the trivial bundle, the connection Θ and equivariant map F
are uniquely determined by their restriction to X under the canonical frame. This
gives a map M//∇G→ E∇G×G M , as explained in the following paragraph.
In general, given a (left) G-action on a set S, let S//G = (G×S ⇒ S) denote the
associated action groupoid. For M ∈ G-Man, the smooth structures make M//G
into a Lie groupoid, which in turn defines the prestack
M//G :=
(
G×M
d0
⇒
d1
M
)
∈ PreGpd
via the Yoneda embedding. Explicitly, the groupoid (M//G)(X) has C∞(X,M) as
its set of objects and C∞(X,G×M) as its set of morphisms. Let Ω1(g) ∈ PreGpd
assign to any test manifold the set of g-valued 1-forms Ω1(g)(X) := Ω1(X ; g). The
action of gauge transformations on connections defined in a local frame induces a
natural (right) action of the sheaf G on Ω1(g). This is given by the familiar formula
α ·g := Adg−1 α+ g
∗θg,
where α ∈ Ω1(X ; g), g ∈ C∞(X,G), and θg ∈ Ω
1(G; g) is the Maurer–Cartan
1-form (usually written g−1dg for matrix groups). Define the differential action
groupoid by
(2.4) M//∇G := (Ω
1(g)×M)//G =
(
G× Ω1(g)×M
∂0
⇒
∂1
Ω1(g)×M
)
∈ PreGpd,
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with ∂0(g, α, f) = (α, f) and ∂1(g, α, f) = (α ·g
−1, gf). The trivial bundle defines
a natural map M//∇G→ E∇G×G M , which we conveniently write
X M//∇G E∇G×G M
(α, f)
(α·g−1, gf)
(g,α,f)  
(X ×G,Θα)
X M,
(X ×G,Θα·g−1)
Ff
ϕg ∼=
Fgf
where Ff (x, h) = h
−1f(x), ϕg(x, h) = (x, g(x)h), and (idX × e)
∗Θα = α.
When X is contractible, then (M//∇G)(X)→ (E∇G×GM)(X) is an equivalence
of categories, and the choice of a global section provides an explicit inverse.
Remark 2.5. The map M//∇G → E∇G ×G M is actually the stackification map,
giving an equivalence of the induced stack [M//∇G] ∼= E∇G×G M . Since B∇K is a
stack, this implies T∇2 from Section 4 is an equivalence
(2.6) PreGpd (E∇G×G M,B∇K)
∼=
−→ PreGpd (M//∇G,B∇K) ,
making Lemma 4.5 unnecessary (see [FSS] for many of these details). However, we
include the lemma and work only with prestacks for two reasons. First, distinguish-
ing between structures on M//∇G and E∇G ×G M avoids ambiguities in notation.
Second, we want to emphasize that only functorial geometric constructions are
needed, as opposed to more sophisticated stack machinery.
3. Equivariant Connections
We proceed to characterize equivariant bundles with connection in terms of bun-
dles on the Lie groupoid G ×M ⇒ M . Proposition 3.1 is certainly well-known,
and variations on Proposition 3.7, with K abelian or involving pseudoconnections,
appear in the literature. Examples include [Bry, Appendix], [BX, §4], [Gom, §5],
[Hei, p. 10], [LGTX], [LM]. However, we could not find a detailed statement of our
Proposition 3.7, or a detailed proof Proposition 3.1 in the same form as what we
use here. Since the correspondence is essential to Theorem 4.3, we go ahead and
include an explicit account.
The Lie groupoid G×M ⇒M extends to a simplicial manifold {G• ×M}, and
we describe the relevant face maps di and identities through the following diagram.
G×G×M G×M M
(g2,m) m
(g1, g2,m) (g1g2,m) g2m
(g1, g2m) g1g2m
d0
d0
d1
d2
d0
d0
d1
d1
d1
Proposition 3.1. For M ∈ G-Man, an equivariant bundle Q ∈ G-BunK(M) is
equivalent to: Q ∈ BunK(M), together with a bundle morphism Ψ: d
∗
0Q
∼=
−→ d∗1Q
satisfying the cocycle identity (3.3).
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Proof. For Q ∈ BunK(M), a map of K-bundles G × Q
ℓ
−→ Q is equivalent to a
bundle isomorphism d∗0Q
Ψ
−→ d∗1Q, as indicated in the following diagram.
(3.2)
G×Q d∗0Q d
∗
1Q Q
G×M M
ℓ
∼=
Ψ d˜1
d1
By regarding d∗iQ ⊂ G ×M × Q we have Ψ(g,m, q) = (g,m, ℓ(g, q)); under the
natural identification d∗jd
∗
iQ
∼= (di ◦ dj)
∗Q ⊂ G×G×M ×Q one sees that
(d∗iΨ) (g1, g2,m, q) =


(g1, g2,m, ℓ(g2, q)) i = 0,
(g1, g2,m, ℓ(g1g2, q)) i = 1,
(g1, g2,m, ℓ(g1, q)) i = 2.
Hence, ℓ satisfies the associativity condition ℓ(g1g2, q) = ℓ(g1, ℓ(g2, q)) if and only
if the diagram
(3.3)
d∗1d
∗
0Q d
∗
1d
∗
1Q
(d0 ◦ d0)
∗Q (d1 ◦ d1)
∗Q
d∗0d
∗
0Q d
∗
0d
∗
1Q
∼= d∗2d
∗
0Q d
∗
2d
∗
1Q
d∗1Ψ
∼=∼=
∼=
d∗0Ψ d
∗
2Ψ ∼=
commutes. We may abbreviate this cocycle condition as d∗1Ψ
∼= d∗2Ψ ◦ d
∗
0Ψ. 
An important subtlety arises when introducing connections, as the isomorphism
Ψ does not usually preserve the induced connections; one must instead subtract a
counter-term. This term was explicitly used in [Red], but it appeared implicitly in
[BT] and is closely related to the equivariant curvature form [BV].
Remember that for Q ∈ BunK(M), the space of connections is affine over
Ω1(M ; kQ), where kQ = Q ×Ad k is the associated adjoint bundle. Suppose that
ρ : g → Γ(TQ)K is a linear map (e.g. ρ is induced by a G-action as defined in
(2.1)). Explicitly, the requirement that ρ maps to K-invariant vector fields can be
written
ρqk(A) = ρq(A) ·k ∈ TQqk,
where v ·k denotes the image of a tangent vector v under the map between tangent
spaces induced by right mutiplication of k ∈ K. Given α ∈ Ω1(X ; g), f : X → M ,
and a connection Θ on Q, we define the form(
ιρ(α)f
∗Θ
)
∈ Ω1(X ; kf∗Q) = C
∞
(
X,TX∗ ⊗ (f∗Q×Ad k)
)
by the following equation. Given x ∈ X , v ∈ TXx, and q ∈ (f
∗Q)x a point in the
fiber of x, then
(3.4)
(
ιρ(α)f
∗Θ
)
x
(v) :=
[
q, Θ
(
ρ
f(q)
(α(v))
)]
∈ f∗Q×Ad k.
(Though it is a minor abuse of notation, we use the same symbol here for the base
maps and pullback maps to minimize notational confusion.) Subtracting this term
from the pullback connection f∗Θ gives the modified connection (1− ιρ(α))f
∗Θ on
f∗Q. The functoriality of this construction can be expressed as the equation
(3.5) ϕ∗(1 − ιρ(α)) = (1− ιρ(ϕ∗α))ϕ
∗.
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More precisely, given α ∈ Ω1(X ; g) and maps
ϕ∗f∗Q f∗Q Q
Y X M,
ϕ f
ϕ f
then ϕ∗
(
(1− ιρ(α))f
∗Θ
)
= (1− ιρ(ϕ∗α))(f ◦ ϕ)
∗Θ ∈ Ω1(Y ; kϕ∗f∗Q).
Lemma 3.6. The term ιρ(α) is well-defined and satisfies (3.5).
Proof. Both statements follow directly from the definitions. We first check that
ιρ(α), as given in (3.4), is well-defined. For x ∈ X , let q and qk be two points in
the fiber (f∗Q)x. Then, for v ∈ TXx,
Θ
(
ρ
f(qk)
(
α(v)
))
= Θ
(
ρ
f(q)k
(
α(v)
))
= Θ
(
ρ
f(q)
(
α(v)
)
·k
)
= Adk−1 Θ
(
ρ
f(q)
(
α(v)
))
.
Hence,[
qk, Θ
(
ρ
f(qk)
(α(v))
)]
=
[
qk, Adk−1 Θ
(
ρ
f(q)
(α(v))
)]
=
[
q, Θ
(
ρ
f(q)
(α(v))
)]
is a well-defined element of f∗Q×Ad k.
To check (3.5), let v ∈ TYy and q ∈ (ϕ
∗f∗Q)y. The form ϕ
∗(ιρ(α)f
∗Θ), when
evaluated on v, is defined as the unique element in (ϕ∗f∗Q ×Ad k)y that maps to
(ιρ(α)f
∗Θ)(ϕ∗v) ∈ (f
∗Q×Ad k)ϕ(y). We have(
ιρ(α)f
∗Θ
)
ϕ(y)
(ϕ∗v) =
[
ϕ(q),Θ
(
ρ
f(ϕ(q))
(α(ϕ∗(v))
)]
= [ϕ(q),Θ
(
ρ
f(ϕ(q))
(ϕ∗α(v))
)
].
Hence,(
ϕ∗(ιρ(α)f
∗Θ)
)
y
(v) = [q,Θ
(
ρ
f(ϕ(q))
(ϕ∗α(v))
)
] =
(
ιρ(ϕ∗α)(ϕ
∗f∗Θ)
)
y
(v).

Of particular importance is when α is the Maurer–Cartan 1-form θg ∈ Ω
1(G; g).
We also use the same symbol θg ∈ Ω
1(G ×M ; g) to denote its pullback via the
projection map G × M → G. Assume now that Q ∈ G-BunK(M), and that
Ψ: d∗0Q → d
∗
1Q and ρ : g → Γ(TQ)
K are defined by the G-action. Then, we have
the following characterization of G-invariant and G-basic connections on Q.
Proposition 3.7. For Q ∈ G-BunK(M), a connection Θ is G-invariant if and only
if Ψ∗d∗1Θ = (1− ιρ(θg))d
∗
0Θ. A connection is G-basic if and only if it is G-invariant
and Ψ∗d∗1Θ = d
∗
0Θ.
Proof. Given a connection Θ ∈ Ω1(Q; k), we use the natural isomorphisms in (3.2)
to calculate Ψ∗d∗1Θ as ℓ
∗Θ ∈ Ω1(G ×Q; k). Let A ∈ TGe generate the vector field
ξ ∈ g, with ξg = g ·A ∈ TGg, and let v ∈ TQq. Then,
TGg⊕TQq TQgq
v g ·v
g ·A −g ·ρ(A),
ℓ∗
with the negative sign due to the convention explained in (2.1). Hence,
(ℓ∗Θ)(g,q)(g ·A+ v) = Θgq (g ·(v − ρ(A))) = (g
∗Θ)q (v − ρ(A)) .
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On the other hand, d0 : G×M →M is the projection map with d0∗(g ·A+ v) = v,
and θg(g ·A+ v) = A. Hence, (1− ιρ(θg))d
∗
0Θ ∈ Ω
1(G×Q, k) is given by(
(1 − ιρ(θg))d
∗
0Θ
)
(g,q)
(g ·A + v) = Θq
(
d0∗(g ·A+ v)− ρq(θg(g ·A+ v))
)
= Θq (v − ρ(A)) .
Hence, ℓ∗Θ = (1 − ιρ(θg))d
∗
0Θ if and only if g
∗Θ = Θ for all g ∈ G. Furthermore,
ℓ∗Θ = d∗0Θ if and only if Θ is G-invariant and Θ(ρ(A)) = 0 for all A ∈ TGe. 
4. Connections on the differential Borel quotient stack
We proceed to outline our main result, Theorem 4.3. The actual proof will follow
from a series of smaller lemmas. Consider the following diagram of functors.
(4.1)
G-BunK,∇(M)
BunK,∇(M//∇G) BunK,∇(E∇G×G M)
T∇1T
∇
3
T∇2
There is a similar diagram, with all ∇’s removed, given by omitting connections.
The functor
G-BunK,∇(M)
T∇1−−→ BunK,∇(E∇G×GM)
was given in [Red, §5] by the following construction. For (Q,ΘQ) ∈ G-BunK,∇(M),
let T∇1 (Q,ΘQ) = Q∇ denote the induced map E∇G×GM → B∇K. For X
(P,ΘP ,F )
−−−−−−→
E∇G ×G M , which is a G-bundle with connection (P,Θ) → X and G-equivariant
map F : P →M , it is defined
(4.2) Q∇(P,ΘP , F ) :=
(
(F ∗Q)/G, (1− ιρ(ΘP ))F
∗ΘQ
)
∈ BunK,∇(X).
Here, F ∗Q is a (G × K)-bundle over X , with the G-structure induced by pulling
back along G-equivariant maps. The form (1 − ιρ(ΘP ))F
∗ΘQ ∈ Ω
1(F ∗Q; k) is G-
basic, and hence it naturally descends to Ω1((F ∗Q)/G; k). The map T∇2 is induced
by the natural map M//∇G→ E∇G×G M , as described in Section 2.
The main work is to construct the functor T∇3 . In particular, we must show that
the construction outlined in Section 1 actually gives rise to a well-defined functor
with the desired properties.
Theorem 4.3. Each of the functors T∇i in (4.1) is an equivalence of categories.
Also, the same result holds when every symbol ∇ is removed from the diagram,
giving equivalences
G-BunK(M) ∼= BunK(EG×G M) ∼= BunK(M//G).
Furthermore, Q∇ ∈ BunK,∇(M//∇G) descends to BunK,∇(M//G) if and only if the
corresponding object (Q,Θ) ∈ G-BunK,∇(M) is G-basic, giving equivalences
Gbas-BunK,∇(M) ∼= BunK,∇(EG×G M) ∼= BunK,∇(M//G).
We now proceed to develop the necessary lemmas used in proving Theorem 4.3.
As noted in Remark 2.5, a stronger version of Lemma 4.5 also follows easily from
standard properties of stacks.
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Lemma 4.4. Suppose we have functors Ti between cate-
gories Ci with T3T2T1 ∼= idC1 , and T2, T3 faithful. Then
each Ti is an equivalence of categories.
C1
C3 C2
T1T3
T2
Proof. Since T2 and T3 are faithful, then (T3T2) is faithful. Since (T3T2)(T1) ∼= idC1 ,
then (T3T2) is full and essentially surjective. Hence, (T3T2) and T1 are equiva-
lences. By rearranging parentheses, the same argument shows that T3 and (T2T1)
are equivalences. Finally, that T3 and T1 are equivalences implies that T2 is an
equivalence. 
Lemma 4.5. The functors T2 and T
∇
2 are faithful.
Proof. First note that the pullback functor BunK,∇(X)
f∗
−→ BunK,∇(Y ), induced by
f : Y → X , is faithful when f is surjective. Now let Q∇,Q∇
′ ∈ BunK,∇(E∇G×M G),
with Q∇
ψi
−→ Q∇
′ such that T∇2 ψ1 = T
∇
2 ψ2. We proceed to prove that T
∇
2 is faithful
by directly showing that ψ1 = ψ2.
Consider an arbitrary element (P,Θ, F ) ∈ (E∇G ×G M)(X). For any bundle
P
π
−→ X , the pullback π∗P → P has a canonical trivialization π∗P ∼= P×G induced
by the identity map P → P . Therefore, π∗(P,Θ, F ) is canonically isomorphic to
an object in the image of (M//∇G)(P ),
(E∇G×G M)(X) (E∇G×G M)(P ) (M//∇G)(P )
(P,Θ, F ) π∗(P,Θ, F ) ∼= (Θ, F ).
π∗
The induced isomorphisms π∗(Q∇
(′)(P,Θ, F )) ∼= (T∇2 Q∇
(′))(Θ, F ) ∈ BunK,∇(P ) nat-
urally identify the morphisms π∗(ψi(P,Θ, F )) with (T
∇
2 ψi)(Θ, F ). Hence,
π∗(ψ1(P,Θ, F )) = π
∗(ψ2(P,Θ, F )).
Since π is surjective, then π∗ is faithful and ψ1(P,Θ, F ) = ψ2(P,Θ, F ) for every
X
(P,Θ,F )
−−−−−→ E∇G×GM , and hence ψ1 = ψ2. The same argument, with the connec-
tions omitted, shows that T2 is faithful. 
We first ignore connections and construct the functor T3, which is given by
evaluating Q ∈ PreGpd(M//G,BK) on the Lie groupoid G × M ⇒ M . We will
sketch the construction using diagrams before providing explicit details within the
proof of Proposition 4.6. Under the natural Yoneda embedding, which identifies an
object in M (X) with a map X → M , the bundle Q ∈ BunK(M) is defined by the
composition
M M//G BK,
idM Q
and the G-structure on Q is given by the isomorphism Q(idG×M ), as shown in
G×M M//G BK.
Q
d0
d1
idG×M
Proposition 4.6. The functor T3 : BunK(M//G)→ G-BunK(M) is well-defined.
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Proof. We first explicitly define T3 at the level of objects. Let Q ∈ BunK(M//G) =
PreGpd(M//G,BK). Using idM ∈ (M//G)(M), we obtain the K-bundle
Q = T3(Q) := Q(idM ) ∈ BK(M) = BunK(M).
As explained in Proposition 3.1, lifting Q to G-BunK(M) is equivalent to defining
an isomorphism Ψ: d∗0Q → d
∗
1Q satisfying the cocycle identity (3.3). The identity
map idG×M is a morphism from d0 to d1 in (M//G)(G×M); applying Q and using
appropriate natural isomorphisms, we define Ψ in BunK(G×M) via
d∗0Q d
∗
0Q(idM ) Q(idM ◦ d0) Q(d0)
d∗1Q d
∗
1Q(idM ) Q(idM ◦ d1) Q(d1).
=
Ψ
∼= =
Q(idG×M )
= ∼= =
We now verify the cocycle identity d∗1Ψ
∼= d∗2Ψ ◦ d
∗
0Ψ. Consider the morphisms
d0 ◦ di
di−→ d1 ◦ di in (M//G)(G×G×M), and let • denote the composition of such
morphisms. Then the diagram
d0 ◦ d0 = d0 ◦ d1 d1 ◦ d1 = d1 ◦ d2
d1 ◦ d0 = d0 ◦ d2
d0
d1
d2
commutes, as evidenced by the calculation
(d2 • d0)(g1, g2,m) = (g1, g2m) • (g2,m) = (g1g2,m) = d1(g1, g2,m),
giving d2 • d0 = d1. Under the natural isomorphisms
d∗i d
∗
0Q d
∗
iQ(d0) Q(d0 ◦ di)
d∗i d
∗
1Q d
∗
iQ(d1) Q(d1 ◦ di),
∼=
d∗iΨ
∼=
d∗iQ(idG×M ) Q(di)
∼= ∼=
we see that d∗iΨ
∼= Q(di). The desired cocycle identity then follows from
d∗1Ψ
∼= Q(d1) = Q(d2 • d0) = Q(d2) ◦Q(d0) ∼= d
∗
2Ψ ◦ d
∗
0Ψ.
Hence, Q is a well-defined object in G-BunK(M).
Because our construction of T3(Q) involved no choices, the extension of T3 to
morphisms follows immediately. Explicitly, suppose that ϕ : Q → Q′ is a mor-
phism in PreGpd(M//G,BK). When applied to the test manifold M , this natural
transformation gives an isomorphism φ = T3(ϕ) := ϕ(idM ) in BunK(M) by
Q = T3(Q) = Q(idM )
ϕ(idM )
−−−−→ Q′(idM ) = T3(Q) = Q
′.
Applying the natural transformation ϕ on G×M gives the commutative diagram
d∗0Q Q(d0) Q(d1) d
∗
1Q
d∗0Q
′ Q′(d0) Q
′(d1) d
∗
1Q
′,
∼=
d∗0φ ϕ(d0)
Q(idG×M )
ϕ(d1)
∼=
d∗1φ
∼=
Q
′(idG×M )
∼=
which implies that φ is equivariant with respect to theG-structures onQ,Q′ induced
by Q,Q′ respectively. 
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Suppose now that Q∇ ∈ BunK,∇(M//∇G), and define the bundle with connection
(Q,Θ) := Q∇(0, idM ) ∈ BunK,∇(M).
Let Q ∈ BunK(M//G) denote the composition
M//∇G
Q∇−→ B∇K −→ BK,
given by forgetting the connection. In particular Q = Q(0, idM ), in agreement with
our earlier definition of Q. We now must determine how the Ω1(g) part of M//∇G
affects the resulting bundles Q∇.
Lemma 4.7. Let Q∇ ∈ BunK,∇(M//∇G). For X
(α,f)
−−−→ Ω1(g) × M , there are
canonical isomorphisms
Q∇(0, f) ∼= f
∗
Q∇(0, idM ) = f
∗(Q,Θ) ∈ BunK,∇(X),
Q(α, f) ∼= Q(0, f) ∼= f∗Q ∈ BunK(X).
Proof. For the first isomorphism, note that any mapX
(0,f)
−−−→M//∇G factors through
M
(0,idM )
−−−−−→M//∇G. Hence, Q∇
(
(0, f)
)
= Q∇
(
(0, idM ) ◦ f
)
∼= f∗Q∇(0, idM ).
The second property follows from the space of connections on a given bundle
being affine. Since Ω1(g) is a sheaf of vector spaces, the desired isomorphism
follows by connecting the forms 0, α ∈ Ω1(X ; g) along a path as follows.
X
X × [0, 1] Ω1(g)×M B∇K
X
idX×{0}
(0,f)
(tα, f◦π) Q∇
idX×{1}
(α,f)
This induces a bundle with connection Q∇(tα, f ◦π)→ X× [0, 1]. Parallel transport
along [0, 1] defines the canonical isomorphism Q(0, f) ∼= Q(α, f). 
Lemma 4.8. The functor BunK,∇(M//∇G) → BunK(M//∇G), given by Q∇ 7→ Q,
descends to a functor BunK,∇(M//∇G)→ BunK(M//G).
Proof. Let M//∇G
Q∇−−→ B∇K. At the level of objects and morphisms, respectively,
we use the maps
M
(0, idM )
−−−−−→ Ω1(g)×M, G×M
(idG, θg, idM )
−−−−−−−−−→ G× Ω1(g)×M.
For X
f
−→ M , define Q(f) = Q(0, f), and for X
(g,f)
−−−→ G ×M , define Q(g, f) by
Q∇(g, g
∗θg, f), which gives an isomorphism Q∇(g
∗θg, f) → Q∇(0, gf). Combined
with the natural isomorphism from Lemma 4.7, this gives the desired morphism
Q(f) = Q(0, f) ∼= Q(g∗θg, f)
Q∇(g, g
∗θg, f)
−−−−−−−−−→ Q(0, gf) = Q(gf).

Proposition 4.6 and Lemma 4.8 combine to define a functor
BunK,∇(M//∇G) −→ G-BunK(M).
Therefore, forQ∇ ∈ BunK,∇(M//∇G), we know that Q has aG-equivariant structure,
but we must show that Θ is G-invariant.
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Lemma 4.9. For Q∇ ∈ BunK,∇(M//∇G), the bundle (Q,Θ) ∈ G-BunK,∇(M).
Proof. Fix h ∈ G, regarded also as a map h : M → G. Since h is a constant map,
0 ·h = 0 ∈ Ω1(M ; g). Therefore, we have the morphism
(4.10) M M//∇G,
(0, idM )
(0, h·idM )
(h,0,idM )
with the map ℓh : Q→ Q induced by Q(h, 0, idM ). This combines with the natural
isomorphisms from Lemma 4.7 to give
(Q,Θ) ∼= Q∇(0, idM )
Q∇(h,0,idM )
−−−−−−−−→ Q∇(0, h · idM ) ∼= h
∗(Q,Θ),
which is a morphism in B∇K(M). Hence, ℓ
∗
hΘ = Θ and Θ is G-invariant. 
Lemma 4.11. There is a natural isomorphism Q∇(α, f) ∼= (1− ιρ(α))f
∗(Q,Θ).
Proof. First consider
G×M M//∇G,
(θg, d0)
(0, d1)
(g,θg,d0)
where G×M
g
−→ G is the projection map, and 0·g = θg. This induces the following
morphism of K-bundles with connection on G×M , which defines Ψ: d∗0Q→ d
∗
1Q
after forgetting the connections.
Q∇(θg, d0) Q∇(0, d1) ∼= d
∗
1(Q,Θ)
G×M
Q∇(g,θg,d0)∼=Ψ
Lemma 4.9 states that Θ is G-invariant, and Proposition 3.7 states that Ψ∗d∗1Θ =
(1− ιρ(θg))d
∗
0Θ for G-invariant connections. Hence,
(4.12) Q∇(θg, d0) ∼= (1− ιρ(θg))d
∗
0(Q,Θ).
When α = g∗θg ∈ Ω
1(X ; g) for some g : X → G, then (α, f) factors as
G×M
X Ω1(g)×M.
(θg,d0)(g,f)
(α,f)
Using formulas (3.5) and (4.12),
Q∇(α, f) ∼= (g, f)
∗(1 − ιρ(θg))d
∗
0(Q,Θ)
∼= (1 − ιρ(g∗θg))f
∗(Q,Θ).
In general, α ∈ Ω1(X ; g) will not equal g∗θg for some map g : X → G. But,
any bundle with connection on X is completely determined by its restriction to
all paths in X . And, on any path γ : I → X it is true that γ∗α = g∗θg for some
g : I → G. Therefore,
γ∗Q∇(α, f) ∼= Q∇(g
∗θg, f ◦ γ) ∼= (1− ιρ(g∗θg))(f ◦ γ)
∗(Q,Θ) = γ∗(1− ιρ(α))f
∗(Q,Θ)
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for all paths γ. Hence, Q∇(α, f) ∼= (1− ιρ(α))f
∗(Q,Θ). 
Proposition 4.13. The construction Q∇ 7→ Q∇(0, idM ) defines a faithful functor
T∇3 such that T
∇
3 T
∇
2 T
∇
1
∼= idG-BunK,∇(M). Also, the previously defined T3 is faithful
and satisfies T3T2T1 ∼= idG-BunK(M).
Proof. The functor T∇3 is well-defined at the level of objects, since Lemma 4.9
shows that (Q,Θ) := T∇3 (Q∇) := Q∇(0, idM ) is an element of G-BunK,∇(M). At
the level of morphisms, any ϕ : Q → Q′ induces an connection-preserving bundle
isomorphism φ : (Q,Θ) → (Q′,Θ′) in BunK,∇(M) by φ = T
∇
3 (ϕ) := ϕ(0, idM ). To
see that φ is G-equivariant, apply ϕ to the isomorphism giving multiplication in
Q,Q′ by fixed h ∈ G, and which was described in Lemma 4.9 . We obtain
(Q,Θ) Q∇(0, idM ) Q∇(0, h · idM ) h
∗(Q,Θ)
(Q′,Θ′) Q∇
′(0, idM ) Q∇
′(0, h · idM ) h
∗(Q′,Θ′),
=
φ ϕ(0,idM )
Q∇(h,0,idM )
ϕ(0,h·idM )
∼=
h∗φ
=
Q∇
′(h,0,idM )
∼=
and hence φ is G-equivariant. Therefore, T∇3 is a well-defined functor.
To see that T∇3 is faithful, suppose we have two morphisms Q∇
ϕi
−→ Q∇
′, i = 1, 2.
By Lemma 4.11, for every (α, f) ∈ (M//∇G)(X) we have natural isomorphisms
Q∇(α, f) Q∇
′(α, f)
(1− ιρ(α))f
∗(Q,Θ) (1− ιρ(α))f
∗(Q′,Θ′)
ϕi
∼= ∼=
f∗(T∇3 ϕi)
Hence, if T∇3 (ϕ1) = T
∇
3 (ϕ2), then ϕ1 = ϕ2.
To check the composition T∇3 T
∇
2 T
∇
1 , we begin with (Q,Θ) ∈ G-BunK(M). Then,
T∇3
(
T∇2 T
∇
1 (Q,Θ)
)
=
(
T∇2 T
∇
1 (Q,Θ)
)
(0, idM ) =
(
T∇1 (Q,Θ)
)
(M ×G, θg, FidM ),
where FidM (x, g) = g
−1x. By the definition of T∇1 (from [Red, §5] and described at
the beginning of this section), this is the bundle
(
(F ∗idMQ)/G, (1− ιρ(θg)
)
F ∗idMQ)→
M . The canonical section idM × e : M →M×G determines a natural isomorphism
Q
∼=
−→ (F ∗idMQ)/G
q 7−→ [π(q), e, q],
where π : Q→M and we regard F ∗Q ⊂M ×G×Q. The induced G-structure on
T∇3 T
∇
2 T
∇
1 (Q,Θ), defined by the map Ψh : (F
∗
idM
Q)/G → (F ∗h·idMQ)/G, is induced
by the gauge transformation (m, g) 7→ (m,hg) on the trivial bundle. Under our
natural isomorphism, the induced map ℓh : Q→ Q is given by the composition
Q (F ∗idMQ)/G (F
∗
h·idM
Q)/G h∗Q Q
q [π(q), e, q] [π(q), h, q] = [π(q), 1, h ·q] h ·q.
∼= Ψh ∼=
This is the original G-structure on Q. Finally, (idM × e)
∗θg = 0, since the g part
of the section is constant. Therefore,
(idM × e)
∗(1− ιρ(θg))F
∗
idMΘ = (1− ιρ(0))(idM × e)
∗F ∗idMΘ
∼= Θ.
Since the isomorphism (F ∗idMQ)/G
∼= Q is compatible with the G-action and con-
nection, it gives the desired T∇3 T
∇
2 T
∇
1 (Q,Θ)
∼= (Q,Θ) ∈ G-BunK,∇(M).
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The same argument, with connections omitted, shows that T3 is faithful and
T3T2T1 ∼= idG-BunK(M). 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. From Lemma 4.5, the functor T∇2 is faithful. From Proposi-
tion 4.13, T∇3 is faithful, and there is a natural isomorphism T
∇
3 T
∇
2 T
∇
1
∼= idG-BunK,∇(M).
Therefore, by Lemma 4.4, each T∇i is an equivalence of categories. The same argu-
ment also implies that each Ti is an equivalence of categories.
Finally, we know from Lemma 4.11 that for Q∇ ∈ BunK,∇(M//∇G),
Q∇(α, f) ∼= (1− ιρ(α))f
∗(Q,Θ).
Hence, Q∇(α, f) ∼= Q∇(α
′, f) for all (α, f) if and only if ιρ(A)Θ = 0 for all A ∈
g. Therefore, Q∇ ∈ BunK,∇(M//G) is well-defined if and only if Θ is G-basic.
The corresponding full subcategory of BunK,∇(M//∇G), given by the image of
BunK,∇(M//G), is naturally equivalent to full subcategory of G-basic connections
Gbas-BunK,∇(M) ⊂ G-BunK,∇(M). 
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